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Managing Your Personal Finances

Ryan

2016

9-12

9781305076815

Comprehensive
Personal and Family Finance

Cengage
Notes: The text meets the standards of an entry level financial course. The student activity guide provides additional activities for
accessing understanding of each chapter. The materials include activities, support, and development of leadership skills.
Key Features:
While focusing on the student's role as citizen, student, family member, consumer, and active participant in the business world,
MANAGING YOUR PERSONAL FINANCES 7E informs students of their various financial responsibilities. This comprehensive text
provides opportunities for self-awareness, expression, and satisfaction in a highly technical and competitive society. Students discover
new ways to maximize their earning potential, develop strategies for managing their resources, explore skills for the wise use of credit,
and gain insight into the different ways of investing money. Written specifically for high school students, special sections in each
chapter hold student interest by focusing on current trends and issues consumers face in the marketplace.
Updated Content: Information about social media, health care, online banking, and identity theft is updated and current.
A profile of a real person at the end of each unit describes how he or she has applied the skills presented in this text to his or her own
life.
National Standards: Aligned with the Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy's National Standards as well as National
Business Education Association standards for Personal Finance.
Real-World Connections: An abundance of real-life examples makes the information more relevant and interesting for students
Managing Your Personal Finances, Vital Source
Ryan
2016
9-12
9781305387331
(1 year access Mobile eBook)
Managing Your Personal Finances, Student
Edition + MindTap (1 year access code)

Ryan

2016

9-12

9781305467552

Managing Your Personal Finances, Student
Edition + MindTap (6 year access code)

Ryan

2016

9-12

9781305467545

Managing Your Personal Finances, MindTap _
Vital Source (6 year access)

Ryan

2016

9-12

9781305467569

Managing Your Personal Finances, Annotated
Instructor's Edition

Ryan

2016

9-12

9781305107847
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EMC Publishing,
LLC

Passport to Career Success Participant
Cross and
2015
9-10
9781593579715
Workbook
Lanaghen
Notes: Meets content and literacy standards. Lessons are not in depth. The workbook includes 8 lesson topics which are key areas of
job skills. Easy to maneuver.
Key Features:
The Passport to Career Success program includes eight compelling workshops to help students learn and master the important skills
required to become successfully employed while they are in school and to find work in their field when they graduate. The Facilitator’s
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EMC Publishing,
LLC
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Guide is designed to conduct meaningful workshops and includes PowerPoint presentations, a step-by-step guide with talking points,
and course evaluations.
Workshop Topics:
Social Media: Get Noticed and Get Hired
Time Management: Budget Your Time and Get More Done
Professionalism: Unlock Your Potential with Soft Skills
Teamwork: Master the Art of Collaboration
Resume: Be Your Own Publicist
Job Search: Focus, Find, and Get the Job
Interviews: Present Your Best Self
Internships: Make Your Experience Count
Passport to Career Success Participant
Cross and Lanaghen 2015
9-12
9781593579715
eWorkbook
Passport to Career Success Package (includes
Cross and Lanaghen 2015
9-12
9781593579715
20 Participant Workbooks and Facilitator's
Guide)
Passport to Career Success Participant
Cross and Lanaghen 2015
9-12
9781593579715
Facilitator's Guide
Passport to Career Success Participant
Cross and Lanaghen 2015
9-12
9781593579715
Facilitator's Guide eBook
Young Person's Guide to Getting and
Pavlicko, Coleman,
2013
9-12
9781593579326
Keeping a Good Job Student Workbook
and Thomas
Notes: A good concise workbook which could stand on its own to teach job skills. Teaches students how to find and keep jobs.
Multiple standards within this book. Gives great step by step instructions for students to follow, and assignments for students to
practice. Includes characteristics of job skills, human relations skills, critical thinking questions, and the job application process.
Teaches limited vocabulary. Needs more activity scenarios to teach decision making process.
Key Features:
This workbook will help students document their experiences, develop essential skills, and increase their comfort levels and
confidence when looking for a part-time job, an internship, summer work or full time employment. Discussing the experiences of real
students in the job search, Young Person’s Guide to Getting and Keeping a Good Job increases students’ interests in these essential
topics:
Identifying skills
Writing a resume
Contacting employers
Completing applications
Excelling in job interviews
Effective workplace communication skills
Young Person's Guide to Getting and Keeping a
Pavlicko, Coleman,
2013
9-12
9781593579333
Good Job Instructor's Resources CD-ROM
and Thomas
O*Net Career Interests Inventory (Pkg 25)
N/A
2012
9-12
9781593579128

Comprehensive
Life & Career Exploration

Supplemental Resource
Life & Career Exploration

Notes: This inventory is a tool to research career options that interest the students the most.
Key Features:
This self-scoring inventory helps students match their interests to O*Net job titles. In 30 minutes test takers respond to 180 work
activity statements, uncover their top RIASEC interest areas, and review an extensive list of related O*Net occupations categorized by
required preparation as determined by the U.S. Department of Labor’s five “job zones”. In-depth suggestions for further research help
students explore career options. A job information worksheet gives guidance for evaluating occupations.
O*Net Career Interests Inventory (Pkg 25)
N/A
2012
9-12
9781593579128
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Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Soft Skills Solutions: Stepping Stones to
Cross and
Success! Goals and Attitudes
Lanaghen
Notes: This booklet is easy to read and focuses on “soft skills”.

Family and Consumer Sciences
2015

9-12

9781593579555

Key Features:
This self-assessment booklet offers job seekers practice exercises to achieve their career goals. It provides helpful information, tips &
hints, and the resources to build a professional image for job retention. This booklet teaches readers how to achieve the following:
Assess goal-setting skills
Set goals to achieve career success
Influence team members with a positive attitude
Get noticed by maintaining a positive attitude
Soft Skills Solutions: Stepping Stones to
Cross and Lanaghen 2015
9-12
9781593579630
Success! Goals and Attitudes (Pkg 10)
Career Exploration Inventory: A Guide for
Liptak
2015
9-12
9781593579807
Exploring Work, Leisure, and Learning (Pkg
25)
Career Exploration Inventory: A Guide for
Liptak
2015
9-12
9781593579807
Exploring Work, Leisure, and Learning (Pkg 25)
Title of Material
Author
Copyright
Grade Level
ISBN

Working with Young Children Bundle - Text +
Herr
2016
9-12
978-1-63126-030-8
Online Student Center, 6yr. Classroom
Subscription
Notes: Chapters are not long, reading is relatively uncluttered. The information is thorough and highly detailed, including graphs,
photos, boxes, etc. There are links to core activities. The text includes a glossary of vocabulary terms, “Feature Contents”, and “Core
Skills. It also has two appendices. One is for information on the NAEYC , and a second detailing developmental traits.
Key Features:
Working with Young Children introduces students to the field of early childhood education. The text begins by helping students better
understand young children and then progresses into developing guidance skills. Child development principles are applied to child care
settings. Students also learn how to handle specific concerns related to infants, toddlers, school-age children, and children with
special needs.
Working with Young Children - Instructor's
978-1-63126-031-5
Edition WRAPAROUND
Working with Young Children - Workbook
978-1-63126-025-4
Working with Young Children - The Observation
978-1-63126-026-1
Guide
Lifespan Development Bundle - Text + Online
Kato
2014
9-12
978-1-61960-235-9
Text, 6yr. Classroom Subscription
Notes: The chapters are well organized, clear and concise. The chapters are well written and easy to follow. Chapters can be taught
as whole concepts or broken into smaller parts. Vocabulary and learning objectives are clearly stated at the beginning of each
chapter. There is a glossary of vocabulary words and terms, and an index at the end. The book also features a list of the special
sections dispersed throughout the book- Case Study, Cultural Connections, Health Connections, and Safety Connections. The
sections provide excellent opportunities for students to relate previous knowledge and make connections to other materials. The book
tracks development by age group, rather than by type. For example, the physical, cognitive and social-emotional development are all
together.
Key Features:
Lifespan Development is designed to help your students understand human growth and development across the lifespan. The
contents of this text show that even though not all people are alike, they do go through similar stages of development. Young children
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learn to walk, talk, spell, jump, and tell jokes. Teens learn to become more independent. Adults take on more responsibilities for
themselves and others. Throughout the lifespan, people continue to develop and change physically, cognitively, socially, and
emotionally. The text also includes strategies that promote lifespan health and wellness.
Lifespan Development - Workbook
978-1-61960-236-6

Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Essential Health Bundle - Text + Online Text,
6yr. Classroom Subscription

Sanderson,
Zelman, Lynch,
Munsell

2015

9-12

978-1-61960-965-5

Comprehensive
Family Health and Wellness

Notes: The core standards are covered and the course covers the full health span. There is a teacher text along with study quizzes
after each chapter/unit. Assessments are excellent. There are vocabulary building activities throughout the book. Math concepts are
included.The text is easy to navigate through the lessons.
Key Features:
Essential Health is the most up-to-date, skills-based text available for high school health and wellness classes. With its engaging
writing and numerous supporting activities, this text presents the study of health and wellness as a dynamic discussion, relevant to
students' lives. In addition to the standard topics, the text contains in-depth coverage of sleep, body image, and health across the
lifespan. Content and skills are aligned to the National Health Education Standards.
Essential Health - Instructor's Edition WRAP
978-1-61960-961-7
AROUND
Essential Health - Workbook
978-1-61960-960-0
Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Parents and Their Children Bundle - Text +
Ryder, Decker
2015
9-12
978-1-61960-643-2
Online Text, 6yr. Classroom Subscription
Notes: Meaningful information, FCCLA connections, core activities and resources for teachers are included in this course. Community
resources and laws related to children and families will have to be supplemented.
Key Features:
Parents and Their Children helps students learn the demands of parenting as well as its rewards. The text explores various family
forms and functions, the cycle of family development, and how the parenting role changes through the lifespan as children grow.
Conception, pregnancy, and prenatal development and care are discussed with an emphasis on abstinence to avoid unplanned
pregnancies. Features throughout the text engage students in real-life parenting situations. College and career readiness activities are
included.
Parents and Their Children - Instructor's Edition
978-1-61960-644-9
WRAPAROUND
Parents and Their Children - Workbook
978-1-61960-645-6
Teaching Bundle - Text + Online Student
Kato
2016
9-12
978-1-63126-014-8
Center, 6yr. Classroom Subscription
Notes: This is an excellent student text, however many components are still in progress. It is clear and easy to read, has FCCLA
connections, integrated core activities, and career portfolio activities. Some chapters could be combined. The course is missing
information on the clerical responsibilities in education. The instructor will need to supplement information on inventory recording, data
analysis and collection, and other paperwork required as a teacher.
Key Features:
Teaching helps students, the teachers of tomorrow, explore the world of education. Besides investigating teaching as a profession,
students will develop an understanding of the different types of learners they will encounter in the classroom. This includes how
humans develop physically, intellectually, emotionally, and socially as all of these impact the instructional methods used. The
educational system, both past and present, is reviewed along with the responsibilities that come with employment.
Teaching - Workbook
978-1-63126-010-0
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Today's Class Work Skills
Meilor-Delaware,
Inc. aka Today’s
Class

Meilor-Delaware,
Inc. aka Today’s
Class

Publisher
Cengage

Melior-Delaware,
2015
10-12
Inc.
Notes: Current, up to date skills used in the workplace setting, emphasis on detail of knowledge needed. Four main areas include
basic math skills, reading skills, work ethic, and workplace readiness. Easy to navigate. Good review and practice questions. Quizzes
after each unit. Learning objectives stated. Vocabulary definitions were lacking and/or difficult to interpret.
Key Features:
Online interactive textbook with eLearning Resources and Learning Management System (LMS). The program includes complete text,
eBooks, quizzes, final exams, assessments, and an end of program exam. Key LMS features are a gradebook, student timer, and a
lecture building feature.
Today's Class Workplace Readiness Skills
Melior-Delaware,
2015
10-12
Inc.
Notes: Written to high school level. Embedded activities are a good concept. More information is needed on how to find a job and
where to find a job. Some standards were not addressed in this course including college and military post-secondary options, selfemployment, placement support services and career transitions.
Key Features:
Online interactive textbook with eLearning Resources and Learning Management System (LMS). The program includes complete text,
eBooks, quizzes, final exams, assessments, and an end of program exam. Key LMS features are a gradebook, student timer, and a
lecture building feature.

Title of Material
Nutrition & Diet Therapy

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020

Author
Roth

Copyright

2014

Grade
Level
9-12

ISBN
9781133960508

Correlation

Supplemental Resource
Career and Personal
Development

Supplemental Resource
Career Exploration

Correlation
Recommended as a
resource/supplemental
program for Nutrition
and Food
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Notes: The book seems like a great book. It doesn’t align with our content and would be great in a different class. We
could use it as a supplemental material for nutrition units. Strengths: Very strong in nutrition units. We enjoyed the
activities at the end of each chapter. Weaknesses: doesn’t include most of our standards, doesn’t include our needs for
students to be prepared to cook in a lab.
Key Features: NUTRITION & DIET THERAPY11E is an updated introduction to the essentials of nutrition concepts,
good health and client care that will provide you with a solid foundation in nutrition. This book addresses misconceptions
presented in the media about the link between good nutrition and good health and will enable you to more effectively
help your clients improve their nutrition and overall health.

Contains newly revised chapters and research.

New - vitamin D3 recommendations and current research for all ages about the importance of increasing
vitamin D3 intake.

New - diet quality of children in America, new information on ADHD and diet, and expanded information on
eating disorders.

New - information on weight management across the lifecycle and obesity trends in kids and adults.

New - an expanded list of oral medications used to treat diabetes, and a new chart of insulin currently available
to treat diabetes.

New information on Americans with diabetes, an expanded list of oral medications used to treat diabetes, and a
new chart of insulin currently available to treat diabetes.

Nutrition & Diet Therapy , Instructor Companion Website
Cengage

Personal Financial Literacy

Ryan

9781133959953

2012

9-12

9780840058294

Recommended as a
resource/supplemental
program for Personal
and Family Finance

Notes: Strong online resources. Talks about financial security- savings, investing, and insurance. Education and
financial security link between them. Does not provide MAC resources. The macro economic factors are not there. Does
not promote higher order thinking.
Key Features: Learn how to plan and manage your personal finances, achieve a financially successful life, and take
responsibility as a citizen. PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY, Second Edition, is aligned with the Jump$tart Coalition's
National Standards for Personal Financial Literacy. The personal focus of this course makes it relevant and meaningful
to all; in particular, to those just starting down the path to personal financial independence.





All features include a question or activity for application of topic.
Exploring Careers link contents more closely to the sixteen career clusters.
Net Bookmark is a short feature that provides chapter-related activities to be completed using online research.
Take Action is a feature that provides an opportunity to synthesize the concepts by participating in an ongoing
project throughout the text.

2015 Adoption Guide
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Family and Consumer Sciences

Personal Financial Literacy, CourseMate (6 year access)

9781133808848

Personal Financial Literacy, Student Edition + 6 PAC CourseMate

978113808862

Personal Financial Literacy, Student Edition

9780840058294

Personal Financial Literacy, Coursemate w/eBook (6 year access)

9781111861544

Personal Financial Literacy, Annotated Instructor's Edition

9780840058645

Personal Financial Literacy, Instructor's Resource CD-ROM

9780840058706

Personal Financial Literacy, ExamView

9781111425708

Personal Financial Literacy, Workbook

9780840058652

Title of Material

Exploring Life and Career

Author

DunnStrohecker,
Tippett

Copyright

2012

Grade
Level

ISBN

6-7

Correlation

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Exploratory Family
and Consumer Sciences

Notes: Strengths: This text met all the objectives. The layout is very good. Chapter reviews encourage leadership and
higher order of thinking. The online companion website had great activities as well. Weaknesses: The information is
very limited and basic. There is not a lot of depth of information. The text jumps around and information doesn’t flow in
all places.
Key Features: Exploring Life and Career explores the issues facing students and provides the information needed to
make wise decisions. The text addresses topics such as personal development, relationships with family and friends,
career options, healthful living, relating to peers, dealing with family crises, and managing family living. Students gain
critical-thinking skills while they learn about alternatives to different situations so they can make the best choices for
themselves. College and career readiness activities are included.

2015 Adoption Guide
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Exploring Life and Career Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960049-2

Exploring Life and Career - Teacher's Edition

978-1-60525617-7

Exploring Life and Career - Workbook

978-1-60525616-0

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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The Culinary Professional

Family and Consumer Sciences
Draz, Koetke

2014

9-12

Notes: Strengths: Excellent visuals and graphics; step by step processes; integration of Common Core, STEM; online
materials compliment text for assessment, practice, concepts; video clips for visual learners; student guide writing,
reviewing key concepts, terminology; multi pedagogy styles and techniques; knife skills; lab book objectives.
Weaknesses: not conversational- dry materials; scratch vs. speed preparations methods not explained in text; key areas
of appetizers, hors d’oeuvres not mentioned or covered; no QR codes; lab book not in sequence with textbook; lab book
rubrics is not thorough.

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Food Production,
Management and
Service, Advanced Food
Production, Management
and Service

Key Features: The Culinary Professional provides the comprehensive instruction students need to be

successful in a culinary arts career. It covers culinary techniques in addition to the identification of foods and
equipment used in a professional kitchen and the knowledge and skills needed to manage a foodservice
operation. Career readiness activities and multiple features, including ethics, prepare students for the
workplace. Common Core content is included. The text is adaptable to courses of any length.

The Culinary Professional Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960262-5

The Culinary Professional - Lab Manual

978-1-61960259-5

The Culinary Professional - Study Guide

978-1-61960260-1

2015 Adoption Guide
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Effective through 12/31/2020
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Principles of Food Science

Family and Consumer Sciences
Ward

2015

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Food Science and
Nutrition

9-12

Notes: We thought it was an excellent book! We would have loved a teacher edition to help higher level thinking for
students. Strengths: experiments in the back; great graphics; excellent lab book with charts, vocab. Building, games,
evaluation data, and analyzing data. Weaknesses: never had any FCCLA reference; jumped around a lot. No
consistency in sequence; critical thinking questions could have been on a higher level; no background knowledge at the
beginning of the text.
Key Features: Principles of Food Science demonstrates how the laws of science are at work in the preparation of
food, both at home and in industry. By studying nutrients and other food components, students learn basic chemistry
concepts, including the structure of atoms, different forms of energy, and water’s role as the universal solvent. The text
covers macronutrients, micronutrients, and micro components; the positive and negative effects of microbes on foods;
and food preservation and packaging.

GoodheartWillcox

Principles of Food Science Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960438-4

Principles of Food Science - Lab Manual/Workbook

978-1-61960439-1

Hospitality Services

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020

Reynolds,
Chase

2014

9-12

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Hospitality Services
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Notes: Strengths: Chapter objectives; Common Core strategies at end of chapter; clear graphics; ethics promoted in
every chapter to soft skills learning; going green graphics; study guide- integrated learning strategies using math, vocab,
charts, research, scenarios. CD: Teacher resources include rubrics for participation, teaching strategies, correlates
common core standards, answers to student workbook, lesson plans; Weaknesses: lack of questioning in chapters with
side articles; no reference to FCCLA, more common core math and questioning throughout all chapters; no problem
solving scenarios questioning, link resources- would have been helpful to know more with QR codes or other. CD: no
assessments in teacher resource CD- have to purchase separately.
Key Features: Hospitality Services presents students with the opportunity to learn about food and beverage, lodging,
travel, tourism, and recreation. The business aspects of these areas are covered, including human resources,
accounting, sales, and marketing. Additionally, the roles, responsibilities, and required skills of individuals choosing
hospitality as a career path are included.

GoodheartWillcox

Hospitality Services Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960273-1

Hospitality Services - Workbook

978-1-61960271-7

Guide to Good Food

Largen, Bence

2015

Highly Recommended as
a comprehensive
program for Nutrition
and Foods

9-12

Notes: Strengths: All standards are covered. It is a comprehensive overview of Nutrition and Foods. Chapter Reviews
include helpful and varied activities that develop common core skills and critical thinking skills. Online site is appealing.
Weaknesses: Basic ingredients and examples of recipes using them in recipes are not covered. The importance and
facilitation of family meal time is not covered.
Key Features: Guide to Good Food provides an in-depth look at how to select, store, prepare, and serve nutritious,
appealing dishes. Menus and recipes with easy-to-follow, step-by-step directions and nutritional analyses are included.
Food-related careers are profiled in every chapter, and Career Success features are found throughout.

Guide to Good Food Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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Guide to Good Food - Instructor's Edition

978-1-61960633-3

Guide to Good Food - Workbook

978-1-61960634-0

Foundations of Personal Finance

Campbell,
Dansby

2014

Highly Recommended as
a comprehensive
program for Personal
and Family
Finance/Economics

9-12

Notes: Excellent text with excellent resources. Excellent outside sources for students. End of chapter activities have
variety for learning/practice.
Key Features: Foundations of Personal Finance provides a comprehensive framework for learning about personal
financial literacy. By studying the text, students will learn how to make wise financial decisions that will help them lead a
productive life and achieve financial security. This text aligns with the National Standards in K-12 Personal Finance
Education published by the Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy®.

Foundations of Personal Finance Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960364-6

Foundations of Personal Finance - Instructor's Edition

978-1-61960361-5

Foundations of Personal Finance - Student Workbook

978-1-61960362-2

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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Succeeding in Life and Career

Family and Consumer Sciences
Parnell

2012

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Teen Living

9-12

Notes: Meets many, but not all, of the IOT standards. Pages of text have too much visual clutter with cartoon and photo
integration, tabs, colors, and borders. Online functionality supports text and provides project-based learning for students.
Text available online completely with search function. Strengths: Online access supports text with projects, activities,
videos, etc. Many related and beneficial projects are introduced in the text Job interview information is detailed. Guide on
page xvi explains procedures with project format. Reading Skills Handbook on page xxiv-xxvii is excellent. Hybrid text
and online features are beneficial for modern student learning. Weaknesses: Military careers are not explored within the
text. Career exploration is limited within the text, project online must be completed. Establishing short and long range
goals is not present within the text. Networking, negotiating, and mentoring in careers are very limited within the text.
Benefits, contact personnel, and hiring practices are very limited within the text. Multiple topics touched very briefly, not a
lot of in-depth, critical thinking pieces outside of the encouraged projects. Some of the picture integration with the text is
overwhelming, too much going on; cartoons present a more juvenile than professional approach (ie. depiction of dress of
students on cover, etc.) No résumé example in text; could not locate on online access. No teacher search feature online
outside of online textbook. Key Features: Succeeding in Life and Career is an advanced comprehensive text
designed to help teems adjust to change, especially as they become young adults. A lifespan development chapter
provides understanding of how people change over time, from newborn to older adult. Career readiness is stressed, and
each of the 16 career clusters is explored along with related jobs and their requirements for success. Skills
development, financial literacy, healthy lifestyles, housing, and transportation topics are also included.

Succeeding in Life and Career Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960057-7

Succeeding in Life and Career - Teacher's Edition

978-1-60525455-5

Succeeding in Life and Career - Workbook

978-1-60525454-8

2015 Adoption Guide
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Effective through 12/31/2020
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Preparing for Life and Career

Family and Consumer Sciences
Liddell,
Gentzler

2012

Recommended as a
comprehensive program
for Young Living

6-8

Notes: We recommend for content area of Young Living, grades 6-8, but it is lower level thinking. Higher level thinking
skills and technology integrations are limited in this addition. Not recommended for Teen Living, 9-12 as publisher
suggests.
Strengths: Meets content standards; well organized; well linked to the companion webwsite; we loved the connection to
FCCLA; the reading prep section at the beginning of the chapter is useful; liked web activities and loved the option of
printable version. Weaknesses: The text is information or knowledge-based, not inquiry based; e-book version needs to
be more interactive with vocab and other links; needs more cultural integration beyond pictures; technology needs to be
integrated throughout the textbook. For example, social media, text communication, etc.; in some school districts, the
required plug=ins will be a huge problem without tech. administrative authority.
Key Features: Preparing for Life and Career is an intermediate, teen-focused comprehensive text that guides
students in developing the skills needed for success as they become more independent. Unit subjects such as
relationships, careers, nutrition, clothing, and transportation are covered by chapters divided into short, easy-tounderstand sections. Interpersonal communications, consumer education, getting a job, caring for children, preparing
foods, and sewing skills are included.

Preparing for Life and Career Bundle - Text + Online 6yr Classroom Subscription

978-1-61960055-3

Preparing for Life and Career - Teacher's Edition

978-1-60525627-6

Preparing for Life and Career – Workbook
978-1-60525626-9

2015 Adoption Guide
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The Lampo
Group

Title of Material

Foundations in Personal Finance

Family and Consumer Sciences
Author

Ramsey

Copyright

2014

Grade
Level

ISBN

Correlation

Recommended as a
component program

11-12

Notes: Recommended as a component for Adult Living Personal Finance Unit. Strengths: The students like it. Well
organized. Like all the activities and great technology is used. It is full of extremely important and relevant info. Videos
are engaging. Love guided notes in the workbook. Weaknesses: It may be cost prohibitive to purchase workbooks every
year for every class/student. It would be very helpful to add an index to find information and put page numbers on web
resources.
Add global economic price to fully meet standards and incorporate cultural diversity. Need to add information about
careers related to finance.
Key Features:
Dave Ramsey, Rachel Cruze, and other experts teach through engaging video segments
Chapters include topics like saving, budgeting, investing, going to college debt free, the history of personal finance,
careers and taxes, and giving.
We've included more than 100 classroom activities to encourage practice and keep students engaged
A brand new 600+ page digital Teacher’s Guide and a 272-page print Teacher’s Guide, plus a computerized test bank,
are now included
Students have access to a new blended learning site with calculators, tools and resources

Publisher

McGraw-Hill
School
Education LLC

Foundations in Personal Finance Teacher's Guide

9781936948147

Foundations in Personal Finance DVD Set

9781936948130

Foundations in Personal Finance Student Text

9781936948123

Title of Material

Glencoe Business and Personal
Finance

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020

Author

Kapoor et al

Copyright

2012

Grade
Level

9-12

ISBN

Correlation

Highly Recommended
as a comprehensive
program
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Professional Technical Education

Family and Consumer Sciences

Notes: Strengths: Book is very detailed, project oriented, good integration with ICS, online and technology ery good,
could be used by multiple disciplines and courses, good integration of career information, reading guide. Weaknesses:
Out of date software, high level reading- might be difficult for struggling readers.
Key Features: Glencoe’s Business and Personal Finance is a comprehensive, rigorous course that provides a solid
foundation for financial literacy and reinforces core academic and economic curriculum standards.Available both in
print and online.

Features a new economics unit to meet NBEA Economics standards as well as the and National Standards for
Economics Education

Includes correlations to NBEA Personal Finance standards

Academic skills practice is integrated throughout

Research-based reading strategies are integrated throughout to help students improve their reading
comprehension skills

College and Career Readiness features help students prepare for life after high school.

Math features in every chapter present problem scenarios, examples, formulas, and solutions. Students apply
what they learned to a follow-up problem structured around the same concept. A math appendix helps students
reinforce and build basic math skills.

High interest features engage students and help them to enhance their understanding of key concepts. These
include: Document Detective, Careers That Count, and Around the World, Economics and You, and Common
Cents.

Chapter and Unit Projects are designed to support the Perkins Act mandates for rigor, relevance, and
relationships.

Each section ends with a 1-page section review and each chapter ends with a 4-page chapter review. These
include various types of activities designed to help students review and recall key concepts and think critically
about real-life financial scenarios.
 PDF resources available on the Online Learning Center include rubrics, graphic organizers, career and college
readiness worksheets, economics activities, case studies, answer keys, visual summaries, and interactive
games.

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance 6yr Bundle SE + ConnectPlus

9780076633852

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance Student Edition

9780078945809

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance 6yr Bundle SE (class set of 25) + ConnectPlus,
up to 25 users

9780076633869

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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Family and Consumer Sciences

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance 6yr Bundle SE (class set of 25) + ConnectPlus,
up to 50 users

9780076633876

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance 6yr Bundle SE (class set of 25) + ConnectPlus,
up to 100 users

9780076633883

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance Activity Workbook

9780078958335

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance Spanish Studentworks Online 6yr

9780076613939

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance Teacher Edition

9780078958359

9780078958496

Glencoe Business and Personal Finance Examview

Publisher

Title of Material

Author

Copyright

Grade
Level

st

Correlation

Recommended as a
comprehensive program

Life Skills for the 21 Century
Pearson
Education, Inc.
Prentice Hall

ISBN

Weixel, et al

2015

9-12

12/31/20

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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Professional Technical Education

Family and Consumer Sciences

Notes: Strengths: excellent Appendix for reference, current information exceeds content standards material, strong
career/finance section, writing is focus for student workbook; FCCLA, leadership and technology used throughout text,
common Core strategies integrated in text. Weaknesses: low quality images, paper rips easily, thin paper, images
bleed through paper, printing defects found, small print; surveys in student workbook are low level thinking; no access
provided for on line teacher resources; plug ins needed to use online student materials; low in depth foods and nutrition
section; pictures depict kids younger than target audience; teen living textbooks should not include “considering
marriage or parenthood” sections- replace with relationships and move marriage/parenthood sections to Adult Living
curriculum.

Key Features:










st

Presents 21 Century Skills (critical thinking, problem solving, productivity, etc.) and how they are used within
the five critical areas of responsible living:
o Family
o Peers
o School
o Work
o Community
Provides a contemporary, engaging style that speaks to today’s student.
An integrated approach teaches how life skills are interdependent.
The Personal Academic Plan teaches students the value of staying in school, highlights dropout risk factors,
and provides intervention strategies for teachers.
Reinforces personal financial literacy skills throughout the text.
In depth coverage of each topic designed to meet state Family and Consumer Sciences standards.
Includes numerous FCCLA (Family, Career and Community Leaders of America) activities and projects.

The exclusive Teacher’s Wraparound Edition provides point-of-use notes, strategies and teaching tips

Life Skills for the 21st Century, Revised 1/e SE

9781269638869

Life Skills for the 21st Century, Revised 1/e,Online Teacher Resources

9781269747288

Life Skills for the 21st Century, Revised 1/e, Student Workbook

9781269639736

2015 Adoption Guide
Correlation to Family and Consumer Sciences
Effective through 12/31/2020
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